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Appendix I   

WizPLC Library Elements 

 

 

 About this Appendix: 

This Appendix describes the WizPLC library elements, which offer WIL 

replace and additional features of integration to Wizcon as follows:  

Alarm Handling: 

StartAlert, 

ChangeAlStatus, 

SetAnnFilter, 

Field Device Communication: 

CheckDevComm, 

GetVpiPort, 

SetVpiPort, 

WTagStatus, 
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Macro Handling: 

RunMacro, 

Recipe Handling: 

LoadRecipe, 

SaveRecipe, 

User Interface; 

LoadVP, 

LoadNImage, 

GotoZone, 

Wizcon Connection: 

GetBackupMode, 

SetBackupMode, 

CheckWLife, 

UserInfo 
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StartAlert (Function Block) 

The StartAlert FB generates a new alarm.  As a consequence, all relevant 

clients are posted a WIZ_ALERT_MSG message. If this FB returns 

successfully, a WIZ_ALERT_MSG message is posted at the message 

queues of all alarm client tasks, the filter of which includes the new alarm. 

The messages are posted with the WIZ_START_ALERT bit set. (The 

WIZ_START_ALERT bit belongs to the 'Cause' field of the alarm message 

argument)  

 The behaviour of this Block is fully configurable. 

� Output directed to a combination of Alarm Pop-up window, Event 

Summary and Alarm printer. 

� Dynamic creation of alarm text which is to be displayed. 

� On line setting of family,severity,zone etc. 

 

StartAlert 

Status 

AlarmId 

Text 
Family 

Severity 
Zone 
AlPopUp 
AlAnnunc 
AlPrint
er InfoFile 
Discard 
AutoAck 
AutoTerm 
HelpFile 
History 
System 
AckClass 

 

Figure 1: StartAlert Overview 
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Following are the notations: 

Input 

Parameters 

Description 

Family A string of up to 15 characters, specifying the 

alarm's family. 

Text A string of up to 60 characters, holding the alarm's 

text. 

Severity Specifies the alarm's severity level. 

Zone Alarm zone number 

AlPopUp Directs the alarm to the Popup Events Summary 

AlAnnunc Directs the alarm to the Events Summary. 

AlPrinter Directs the alarm to the alarm printer. 

InfoFile The file name of an ASCII file, which contains 

additional information about the alarm. 

Discard The alarm is to be discarded as WizPro restarts. 

AutoAck The alarm is to be generated as an already 

acknowledged one. 

AutoTerm The alarm is to be generated as an already ended 

one. (Still to be acknowledged) 

HelpFile The alarm is associated with an additional 

information help file. 

History The alarm is to be recorded in an alarm history file. 

System The alarm is a system-wide alarm. 
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Input 

Parameters 

Description 

AckClass The alarm can be redirected to other classes. 

Output 

Parameters 

Description 

Status The return status of the action. 

AlarmId A variable, which will store the returned new 

alarm's ID. 

StartAlert Parameters 

Following is the description of the StartAlert parameters: 

Family 

This field contains a string of up to 15 significant characters, specifying the 

alarm's family.It might be the name of a STRING variable or a string 

expression (e.g.‘mechanic’) 

The value can be entered in any valid STRING format. 

Text 

This is the associated alarm text.It can be a string of up to 60 significant 

characters, holding the alarm's text.  

Note: The alarm's text special tokens of WIZCON, are NOT valid! 

("WIZCON User Manual", Chapter 9, "Alarm Text" section). 

The value can be entered in any valid STRING format. 
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Severity 

Specifies the alarm's severity level.  

The value is of type WORD. 

Zone 

Alarm zone number, specifies the alarm's zone. 

The value is of type WORD. 

AlPopUp, AlAnnunc, AlPrinter 

Directs the alarm to the respective information element. Each of them can 

be choosen individually. 

The values are of type BOOL. 

InfoFile  

The file name of an ASCII file, that contains additional information about 

the alarm. This information becomes available for the user through the 

WIZCON Events Summary windows. InfoFile must be a legal file name 

without an extension! WizPro expands the name according to the default 

path. Use an empty string (‘’) to specify that no additional information file 

is available. 

The value is of type STRING. 
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Discard  

A flag which indicates whether the alarm is to be discarded as WizPro 

restarts. 

The value is of type BOOL. 

AutoAck  

A flag which indicates whether the alarm is to be generated as an already 

acknowledged one. 

The value is of type BOOL. 

AutoTerm 

A flag that indicates whether the alarm is to be generated as an already 

ended one. (Still to be acknowledged) 

The value is of type BOOL. 

HelpFile  

A flag which indicates whether the alarm is associated with an additional  

information help file. 

The value is of type BOOL. 

History 

A flag which indicates whether the alarm is to be recorded in an alarm 

history file. 

The value is of type BOOL. 
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System 

A flag which indicates whether the alarm is a system-wide alarm. System-

wide alarms are dispatched across the network. 

The value is of type BOOL. 

AckClass 

A flag which indicates whether the alarm can be redirected to other classes, 

during the acknowledging procedure. 

The value is of type BOOL.  

Status 

The return status of the action 

Te value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

9 WIZERR_ILLEGAL  

12 WIZERR_BAD_HOOK  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO 

20 WIZERR_ALERT_ILL_OP 

21 WIZERR_ALERT_RELEASED 

AlarmId 

The ID of the alarm - for further referencing actions like ending the alarm 

or acknowledging it  by WizPLC. 

The value is of type DWORD.  
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ChangeAlStatus (Function Block) 

The ChangeAlStatus FB modifies an alarm's status. As a consequence, all 

relevant clients are notified of the modification through appropriate 

messages. The following actions can be initiated: 

� Acknowledge an alarm 

� End an alarm 

 

ChangeAlStatus 

Status 
AckAlert 
AlarmId 

EndAlert 

 

Figure 2: ChangeAlStatus Overview 
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Following are the notations: 

Input 

Parameters 

Description 

AlarmId The ID of the alarm 

AckAlert Used to acknowledge alarms 

EndAlert Used to end alarms 

Output 

Parameters 

Description 

Status The return status of the action. 

Following is the description of the ChangeAlStatus parameters: 

AlarmId 

This is the alarm-ID for which the status is to be modified. 

The value is of type DWORD.  

 

AckAlert 

Used to acknowledge alarms  

The value is of type BOOL. 

EndAlert 

Used to acknowledge alarms  
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The value is of type BOOL. 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

9 WIZERR_ILLEGAL  

12 WIZERR_BAD_HOOK  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO 

 

SetAnnFilter (Function Block) 

A Function Block to give the option to modify the alarm filter of an open 

Events Summary window.    

The following filtering options are available: 

� According to alarm severity 

� According to an alarm family prefix 

� According to zones and classes 

� According to choosen Network stations. 
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SetAnnFilter 

Status 

MinSeverity 
VpID 

MaxSeverity 
Family 
MinZone 
MaxZone 
AlPopUp 
AlAnnunc 
AlPrinter 
AutoAck 
UserClass 
StnQuant 
StnNameLis
t  

Figure 3 SetAnnFilter Diagram 

Following are the notations: 

Input 

Parameters 

Description 

VpID Window ID, identifies the Events Summary 

window. 

MinSeverity The filter's lowest severity. 

MaxSeverity The filter's highest severity. 

Family Alarm family prefix. 

MinZone The filter's lowest zone number. 

MaxZone The filter's highest zone number. 

AlPopUp Directs the alarm to the Popup Events Summary 

AlAnnunc Directs the alarm to the Events Summary. 
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Input 

Parameters 

Description 

AlPrinter Directs the alarm to the alarm printer. 

UserClass A 32-bit mask to specifies a match for alarm classes. 

StnQuant The number of the included station names. 

StnNameList A list of station names. 

Output 

Parameters 

Description 

Status The return status of the action. 

 

Following is the description of the SetAnnFilter  FB Input parameters: 

VpID 

Window ID Identifies the Events Summary window, the filter of which is to 

be modified. WIZCON window IDs are retrieved through use of  the 

LoadVP FB or the GetVPId FB. 

The variable must of type WORD. 

MinSeverity 

The filter's lowest severity. Alarms, the severity of which is lower than 

MinSev, do not match the filter. 

The variable must be of type WORD. 
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MaxSeverity 

The filter's highest severity. Alarms, the severity of which is higher than 

MaxSev, do not match the filter. 

The variable must be of type WORD. 

AlPopUp, AlAnnunc, AlPrinter 

Directs the alarm to affect the respective information element. Each of them 

can be choosen individually. 

The values are of type BOOL. 

UserClass 

A 32-bit mask which specifies a match for alarm classes. Each alarm 

belongs to one or more classes, as specified by a 32-bit parameter, in which 

every bit represent a class. (The LS word represents user-defined classes, 

while the MS word is reserved for system-defined ones)  

If the bitwise AND operation between Class and an alarm classes parameter 

turns out to be 0 (zero), then the alarm does not match the filter. 

The variable must be of type DWORD. 

StnQuant 

Number of the station names, counting from the top of the station name list 

and down, that are included in the filter. This parameter has no meaning if 

the station name list is empty, e.g., StnNameList equals to an empty String 

('')  

The variable must be of type WORD. 
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StnNameList 

A list of station names that are included in the filter, up to 16. Use an empty 

string ('') to specify local alarms only 

The variable must be of type ARRAY [1..16] OF STRING[16]. 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR 

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

9 WIZERR_ILLEGAL  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

20 WIZERR_ALERT_ILL_OP  

26 WIZERR_NO_WIZ  

43 WIZERR_NO_CHANGE 
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CheckDevComm (Function Block) 

A Function Block to give status information about the status of a filed 

device as defined in the WIZCON Communication driver settings. There is 

no need to know a name of a tag on this device but at least one WIZCON 

tag must be defined with this driver. 

Following are the notations: 

 

CheckDevComm 

Status VpiNumber 

UnitNumber CommStatus 

 

Fig. 4 CheckDevComm Diagram 

Following are the notations: 

Input 

Parameters 

Description 

VpiNumber This is the VPI number. 

UnitNumber This is the station number. 

Output 

Parameters 

Description 

Status The return status of the action. 

CommStatus The communication status of the field device. 
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Following is the description of the CheckDevComm FB Input parameters: 

VpiNumber 

The VPI number identifies the VPI of which the communication has to be 

tested. The numbers are exactly how they appear in the WIZCON VPI 

definition dialog. (e.g. the first line means VpiNumber = 1 ). 

The variable must be of type BYTE. 

UnitNumber 

Indicates the Unity number of the filed device in case that there are more 

than one units connected to this VPI. The value for this depends on the 

addressing for this field device. 

The variable must be of type BYTE . 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR 

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

20 WIZERR_ALERT_ILL_OP  

26 WIZERR_NO_WIZ  

17 WIZERR_NO_CHANGE 
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CommStatus 

The Communication status of the device. 

The value is of type WORD. 

The following values are possible: 

 

17 Communication functions correctly 

18 No Communication 

9 Wrong Unit number 

 

GetVpiPort (Function Block) 

The GetVpiPort FB retrieves the name of the communication port to which 

the VPI is connected. 

 

 

GetVpiPort 

Status VpiNumber 
PortName 

 

Fig. 5 GetVpiPort Diagram 
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Following are the notations: 

Input 

Parameters 

Description 

VpiNumber This is the VPI number. 

Output 

Parameters 

Description 

Status The return status of the action. 

PortName The communication port of the VPI. 

Following is the description of the GetVpiPort FB Input parameter: 

VpiNumber 

The VPI number identifies the VPI of which the communication has to be 

tested. The numbers are exactly how they appear in the WIZCON VPI 

definition dialog. (e.g. the first line means VpiNumber = 1 ). 

The variable must be of type BYTE. 

UnitNumber 

Indicates the Unity number of the filed device in case that there are more 

than one units connected to this VPI. The value for one device is 1. 

The variable must be of type BYTE . 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 
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The following values are possible: 

 

17 WIZ_NO_ERR 

3 WIZERR_NO_VPI 

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

 

PortName 

The retrieved communication port name.. 

The value is of type STRING[20]. 

SetVpiPort (Function Block) 

The SetVpiPort FB modifies the communication port that is assigned to a  

specific VPI. The change takes effect immediately. (No WizPro shutdown 

is necessary) 

 

 

SetVpiPort 

Status VpiNumber 

PortName 

 

Fig. 6 SetVpiPort Diagram 
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Following are the notations: 

Input 

Parameters 

Description 

VpiNumber This is the VPI number. 

Output 

Parameters 

Description 

Status The return status of the action. 

PortName The communication port of the VPI. 

Following is the description of the GetVpiPort FB Input parameter: 

VpiNumber 

The VPI number identifies the VPI of which the communication has to be 

tested. The numbers are exactly how they appear in the WIZCON VPI 

definition dialog. (e.g. the first line means VpiNumber = 1 ). 

The variable must be of type BYTE. 

PortName 

PortName must hold a legal device name. The VPI number range is from 1 

to 16. This FB does not set the port's communication parameters.  

The variable must be of type STRING . 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 
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The following values are possible: 

 

17 WIZ_NO_ERR 

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

 

WTagStatus (Function Block) 

A Function Block featuring the following properties of a tag: 

17 Status of communication 

18 Sampling properties 

19 Monitoring mode 

It is not necessary to know the number of the used VPI but the tag must 

initially be defined and not be a dummy tag. 

 

 

 

WTagStatus 

Status 

TagName TagStatus 

 

Figure 6: WTagStatus Diagram 
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Following is the description of the WTagStatus FB parameters: 

TagName 

The name of the tag, which has to be checked. The name of the tag must be 

enclosed between quotation marks (e.g. ‘ANALOG01’) or a variable which 

contains the name of a tag. 

The variable must be of type STRING. 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR 

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND 

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

 

TagStatus 

Stores status-data regarding a single tag.  

Bit 1: A flag which indicates if a tag is in a state of communication error. 

0: normal status 

1: communication error 

Bit 2:  a flag which triggers WizPro to sample the tag once, upon the next 

sampling.  This flag over-rides the tag’s current sampling mode.Important:  

once the tag has been sampled, this flag is reset by WizPro. 

0: no action 

1: scan 
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Bit 3: a flag which indicates whether a tag has not been sampled since 

WizPro last started 

0: has not been read 

1: has been read 

Bit 4: a flag which indicates whether a tag is currently In-Monitor 

0: Currently In-Monitor 

1: Not In-MonitorMinutes 

The variable must be of type BYTE. 

 

RunMacro (Function Block) 

This block allows you to run a macro in Wizcon. 

 

RunMacro MacroName Status 

 

Figure 7: RunMacro Diagram 
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MacroName 

A string of up to 8 significant characters that holds the name of the 

WIZCON macro to be executed. 

The variable must be of type STRING. 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR 

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

9 WIZERR_ILLEGAL  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO 

46 WIZERR_NOT_READY 

 

LoadRecipe (Function Block) 

The LoadRecipe FB loads a recipe file.  If the recipe file contains PLC tags, 

then the values are downloaded to the PLC. All errors encountered during a 

recipe load operation, including a description of the cause, are recorded to a 

file named ERRORS.RCP in the WizPro Home directory 

 

. 
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LoadRecipe RecipeFileName Status 

 

Figure 8: LoadRecipe Diagram 

RecipeFileName 

The name of the recipe file to be loaded - may include the full path (up to 

80 characters). 

The variable must be of type STRING. 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

9 WIZERR_ILLEGAL 

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

25 WIZERR_BAD_TYPE 
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SaveRecipe (Function Block) 

The SaveRecipe FB saves a recipe file according to a model recipe file. 

WizPro saves recipes according to the tags specified in the recipe model 

file. The name of this file consists of the recipe name prefix and the "@RC" 

extension. The model file has the same format as the recipe file. For 

example, if SaveRecipe FB is called with the file name "PRIVATE.001", 

then WizPro extracts all relevant tag names from a file named 

"PRIVATE.@RC". The recipe is saved to Recipe path directory.  

All errors encountered during a recipe save operation are recorded to a file 

named ERRORS.RCP in the WizPro Home directory, including a 

description of the cause.  

 

. 

 

 

SaveRecipe   Status 
RecipeFileName 

Description 

 

Fig. 9 SaveRecipe Diagram 
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 Following is the description of the SaveRecipe FB parameter: 

RecipeFileName 

The name of the recipe file to be loaded - may include the full path 

ATTENTION: The recipe file name, without its extension, must match an 

existing model file (*.@RC). 

 The variable must be of type STRING. 

Description 

A description of the recipe, which is to be inserted into the first line of the 

recipe file. 

The variable must be of type STRING . 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

25 WIZERR_BAD_TYPE 
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GetVPId  (Function Block) 

The GetVpId FB retrieves the window ID of an open WIZCON window, 

according to its name and type.    

Following are the notations: 

 

GetVPId 

Status VPName 

VPType VpID 

 

Fig. 10 GetVpId Diagram 

Following is the description of the GetVpId FB parameters: 

VPName 

A string, which holds the name of the window, the ID of which is to be 

retrieved.(Up to 8 characters) 

The variable must be of type STRING. 

VPType 

This is the type of the Viewport where the values are as follows: 

1 An Events Summary window           

2 An Image window              

3 A Chart window 
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4 A History Viewer window           

The variable must be of type WORD . 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

9 WIZERR_ILLEGAL  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO 

29 WIZERR_ILL_VP_TYPE  

 

VpID 

The ID of the requested Viewport 

The value is of type WORD. 
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GotoZone (Function Block) 

The GotoZone FB performs a Goto-Zone operation, on a specified image 

window in WIZCON 

 

. 

 

 

GotoZone   Status 
VpID 

ZoneName 

 

Fig. 11 GotoZone Diagram 

 

 Following is the description of the GotoZone FB parameters: 

VpID 

The ID of the Viewport, where the Goto Zone has to be executed. 

The value is of type WORD. 
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ZoneName 

Desired zone name. A string of up to 15 significant characters that holds the 

name of the desired zone. Note:  The image file that is currently loaded in 

the image window must contain a zone by this name, or else the operation 

fails. 

The variable must be of type STRING . 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR 

17 WIZERR_ILLEGAL  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO 

29 WIZERR_ILL_VP_TYPE  

550 WIZERR_INV_ZONE 

LoadNImage (Function Block) 

The LoadNImage FB  loads a new image file onto an already open image 

window of WIZCON.. 

 

 

LoadNImage   Status 
VpID 

ImageName 

ZoneName 
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Fig. 12 LoadNImage  Diagram 

 

 Following is the description of the LoadNImage FB parameters: 

VpID 

The ID of the Viewport, where the loading of the new image has to be 

executed. 

The value is of type WORD. 

 

ImageName 

The new image file name. A string of up to 8 significant characters that 

holds the name of the image file, which is to be loaded. Note:  This image 

file must reside in the WIZCON Image directory.  

The variable must be of type STRING . 

ZoneName 

Desired zone name. A string of up to 15 significant characters that holds the 

name of the desired zone. Note:  The image file that is currently loaded in 

the image window must contain a zone by this name, or else the operation 

fails. 

The variable must be of type STRING . 

Status 

The return status of the action 
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The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

17 WIZ_NO_ERR 

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO 

28 WIZERR_ILL_VP_ID 

17 WIZERR_INV_ZONE 

570 WIZERR_LOAD_IMAGE 

LoadVP  (Function Block) 

The LoadVP FB  either loads an existing WIZCON window, or opens a 

new one. If LoadVP is successful, it retrieves the ID of the loaded window.    

    

Following are the notations: 

 

LoadVP 

Status VPName 

VPType VpID 

 

Fig. 13 LoadVP Diagram 

Following is the description of the LoadVP FB parameters: 

VPName 

A string, which holds the name of the window, the ID of which is to be 

retrieved.(Up to 8 characters) 

The variable must be of type STRING. 
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VPType 

This is the type of the Viewport where the values are as follows: 

1 An Events Summary window           

2 An Image window              

3 A Chart window 

4 A History Viewer window           

The variable must be of type WORD . 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

9 WIZERR_ILLEGAL  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO 

29 WIZERR_ILL_VP_TYPE  
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CheckWLife (Function Block) 

This function block checks the active existence of WIZCON. Its use is 

especially important for Master Back up configurations. There one would 

like to stop or to shutdown WizPLC as active control device of the master 

station, if  WIZCON was ended and the Back up station took over. 

 

CheckWLife Status 

 

Figure 14: CheckWLife Diagram 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

5 WIZERR_NOT_FOUND  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  

This means that anything else than 0 would indicate that there is no 

WIZCON running. 
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GetBackupMode (Function Block) 

This function block retrieves the current state of the Backup station. It’s use 

is only valuable on the BACKUP station. Use of this block on the master 

station will yield to non-predictable results!   

 

 

GetBackupMode StationMode 

Status 

 

Figure 14: GetBackupMode Diagram 

StationMode 

The Backup modeReturns a value signifying the current Backup mode. 

A value of 0 means the backup station is active, 1 means it is in passive 

mode.  

The value is of type BYTE. 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  
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SetBackupMode (Function Block) 

This function block specifies the new Backup mode, either active or 

passive. Use of this block on the master station will yield to non-predictable 

results!   

 

 

SetBackupMode StationMode Status 

 

Figure 15: SetBackupMode Diagram 

StationMode 

Specifies the new Backup mode, either active or passive. 

The following two modes are supported: 

ACTIVE =0,PASSIVE=1  

The value is of type BYTE. 

Status 

The return status of the action 

The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO . 
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UserInfo (Function Block) 

This function block retrieves the current username and the groups to whom 

he belongs.   

 

 

UserInfo UserGroup 

Status 

UserName 

 

Figure 16: UserInfo Diagram 

UserName 

The actual username which logged into Wizcon . 

The value is of type STRING[8]. 

UserGroup 

A variable (32 bit), in which every bit represents a group, which is to store 

the retrieved groups. If a bit is set, then the current user belongs to the 

group that this bit represents. WIZCON authorization control is carried out 

through the Group mechanism.   

The value is of type DWORD. 

Status 

The return status of the action 
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The value is of type BYTE. 

The following values are possible: 

 

0 WIZ_NO_ERR  

17 WIZERR_NO_WIZPRO  
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